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SUMMARY I

OBJECTIVE

Develop a mathematical model for the noise and signal characteristics involved in the
propagation of a single blue-green optical pulse from a satellite laser source to a submerged
receiver under all weather conditions.
RESULTS

A mathematical model is developed in two groups: the signal group relates the
instantaneous received optical signal power, while, the noise group relates the total noise
equivalent optical power to the noise source. Both groups of the model account for
propagation path and receiver characteristics; and, they allow calculation of the
signal-to-noise ratio for any blue-green downlink from a satellite laser source to a
submerged receiver. The relative technical uncertainty in accuracy of both equation
groups has also been included.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Navy has long recognized that the so-called "blue-green window" for optical
propagation through sea water offers a potential communication channel for information
transfer to submarines at operational depth and speed. This recognition has spurred contin-
uing efforts to dcvelop a technology base in blue-green propagation and devices. This
report is the initial documentation of the official Navy model for the signal and noise
characteristics of a single blue-green optical pulse, propagating from a satellite laser source
to a submarine receiver in all weather conditions.

The model is divided into two groups of equations: the signal group relates the
instantaneous received optical signal power, while, the noise group relates the total noise
equivalent optical power to the source. Both groups of the model account for propagation
path and receiver characteristics, and, they allow calculation of the SNR for any single-pulse
blue-green downlink from a satellite laser source to a submerged receiver.

Figure I shows all the input parameters for each portion of the signal group. The
laser pulse originates at the satellite, propagates through the atmosphere (including whatever
clouds are present), the air-sea interface, the ocean water, and is finally detected by the sub-

• merged receiver. With noise, some of the background light sources (sun and moon) follow a
mclike path, while others (blue skylight and star/zodiacal light) are not point-like beam sources

and must be treated differently. Finally, the bioluminescent light originates in the water
itself and is not effected by atmospheric properties.

In this report, sections 2.0 and 3.0 relate the model and are organized in the follow-
ing manner. First, the method of approach used in each group is briefly discussed and a
detailed flow chart (figs 3, 20 respectively) showing the interrelations between all the
equations is illustrated. The second subsections (2.2 and 3.2) define and discuss all input
information needed to perform the calculations. The third and final subsections (2.3 and
3.3) contain the derivations and justifications of all equations used. These equations and
derivations are discretely organized in a modular fashion, so future revisions (e.g., cloud and
water) may be made without major dislocations to the model.
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Figure 1. Parameters for the single-pulse downlink model.
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2.0 SIGNAL PROPAGATION GROUP

This section discusses the equation group for the optical propagation of a single
blue-green signal pulse from a satellite to a submerged receiver. The output of the signal
group is combined with that of the noise group, to define the signal to noise ratio (SNR)
for a given communication.

2.11 OBJECTIVE, STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION

This section describes the basic approach used with the detailed single pulse
downlink signal propagation group ar.d presents a flow chart showing the interrelationships
of the sub-models and their required inputs.

2. 1.1 Philosophy of Approach

The signal group is organized in a modular fashion, so that the effect of each portion
of the path is evident. In addition, as further experiments and analyses are undertaken,
pieces of the model may be upgraded without requiring extensive modification of the total
model. The signal calculation group considers the following three properties of the signal
and separately models the effects of the propagation path on each:

(a) the energy transmission from the satellite transmitter to the submerged
receiver,

(b) the distribution of the signal radiance at the submarine receiver, and

(c) the pulse shape and width at the submarine receiver.

These three properties are then combined to yield the instantaneous received optical power
at the surface of the submerged photodetector.

This approach does not attempt to treat all possible cloud conditions. Rather, a

break point is established at a minimum optical thickness of 10. Below that value, one set of
sub-models is assumed to apply, while above it a different set applies. In many cases, these
sub-models do not correspond at ropt = optical thickness = 10, and so the overall model
should only be used for r <10 and rot > 10. (Future analysis and experiments on the
"multiple-forward scattering" region should enable the sub-models to be upgraded, remov-
ing this inconsistency.

Finally, simple analytic forms are assumed for at-present unknown functions such as
the radiance distribution, and pulse shape and width. This enables production of analytic
results (except for the receiver axis off-set from the beam axis of the incident radiance),
which are an aid to a physical understanding of the overall propagation problem.

2.1.2 Signal Group Structure

A schematic of the overall signal propagation group is presented in figure 2. Given
the input parameters, the pulse width, shape, and angular and radiance distribution are
derived. Then, using the - igular and radiance distribution, and the input data, the energy
transmission of the path is calculated. Finally, given the energy transmission and the
received pulse shape, the signal (instantaneous received power) is calculated.

9
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ENERGY
TRANSMISSION

INPUT PARAMETERS

ANGULAR AND OVERALL
SOURCE; CLEAR ATMOSPHERE; RANUAN ANLCLOUD; CLOUD TO WATER RDISTIAINE EQUAIONA"

AIR/WATER; WATER: RECEIVERDISTRIBUTION EQUATION

PULSE WIDTH

AND SHAPE

Figure 2. Schematic of single.pulse downlink signal propagation gSoup.

Figure 3 is a detailed flow diagram showing the calculations that must be performed
to arrive at the required output. The following five steps are used to exercise the signal
propagation group:

* The input parameters are listed in the seven ellipses on the left hand side of the
figure, including source, clear atmosphere, cloud, cloud to water, air-water interface,
water, and receiver parameters. (The symbols are defined in the glossary and also in
the input discussion in section 2.2).

0 The primary calculation equations are represented by the rectangular boxes. Within
each box is the symbol for the parameter to be calculated and the equation number
(from section 2.3) for the equation to be used to calculate the parameter. The first
quantity calculated is the cloud optical thickness, ,opt , since this determines the
equations to be used to calculate many other parameters. Whenever// appears in a
rectangular box, the equation number preceding it refers to 'opt > 10, while the
equation number following it refers to ropt < 10. Hence, given the value of
7opt the rest of the models to be used are specifically determined.

* The second set of calculations performed are of three types:

(a) path transmission, includingrat ac, Icw, Taw and 7w;

(b) pulse width and shape, including Atc, atcw, at and tM;

(c) angular and radiance distribution, including fA' lAW' fW, 0o and f(0R 'o, b)-

0 The path transmission, angular and radiance distribution, source and receiver parameters
are then used to calculate the received energy, ER.

* The received energy, pulse width and shape are used to calculate the instantaneous
received power PR(t).The computer program to be developed will follow the flow chart in figure 3.
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FORs secio discsssthe ormoheurdipt to the single pulse down link

signal propagation model, in terms of the seven categories: source, clear atmosphere,
cloud, cloud to water, air-water interface, water and receiver.

F' 2.2.1 Source

3. .,The required source parameters are:

Symbol Description Units

q A parameter describing the ability of the satellite transmitter to
correct for the geometric zenith angle spreading of the spot. q = 0
implies the spot remains the same area, independent of zenith
angle, while q = I means the spot grows naturally with zenith angle.
Hence, 0 <q <.

E Energy per pulse of the transmitter laser. Joules

Transmission of the transmitter optical chain.

R Range from the satellite transmitter to the submarine receiver. metres
0T Full angle beam divergence to the e-2 irradiance points of the radians

transmitter beam.

2.2.2 Clear Atmosphere

The required parameters are:

Symbol Description Units

Sb Effective clear atmosphere optical thickness such that for a 70

percent-zenith transmission, b 0.357

Sis In-air transmitter zenith angle radians

2.2.3 Cloud

The required parameters are:

Symbol Description Units

T Geometric or physical thickness of the cloud metres

a Average extinction coefficient of the cloud (metres)-I

q A parameter describing the ability of the satellite transmitter to
correct for the geometric zenith angle spreading of the spot.
q = 0 implies the spot remains the same area independent of

zenith angle, while q = I means the spot grows naturally with
zenith angle. Hence o < q < 1.

<cos 0> The average value of the cosine of the scattering angle for
single scattering within the cloud

0s In-air transmitter zenith angle radians

13



Symbol Description Units
Wo The single scattering albedo of the cloud particles, or, the ratio

of the probability of scattering to the probability of extinction
for a single scattering event.

0 The average angle for single scattering within the cloud radians

2.2.4 Cloud to Water

The required parameters are: t

Symbol Description Units

H Distance from cloud base to water to surface metres

R Range from the satellite transmitter to the submarine receiver metres

OT Full angle beam divergence to the e-2 irradiance points of radians
transmitted beam

2.2.5 Air-Water Interface

The required parameters are:

Symbol Description Units

Os In-air transmitter zenith angle radians

v Surface wind speed metres/
second

n Water index of refraction

2.2.6 Water

The required parameters are:

A Symbol Description Units

ki Diffuse attenuation coefficient of the i'th water layer (metres)-1

Di Thickness of the i'th water layer metres

w In-water transmitter zenith angle radians

0si Root-mean-square angle for a single scattering event in the radians
water

s Scattering coefficient for the entire water path (metres)-I

n Water index of refraction

D Depth of the submarine receiver metres

2.2.7 Receiver

The required parameters are:

14
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Symbol Description Units

OR Half-angle of the receiver field of view radians

6 Off-set angle between the in-water signal beam axis and the radians
receiver optical axis

D Depth of the submarine receiver metres
" 3'R Transmigs on of the receiver optical chain

d Diameter of the receiver optical aperture metres

2.3 SIGNAL CALCULATION MODULES

This section develops all the equations used in the calculation of the instantaneous
received signal power. Sections 2.3.1, 2.3.2, 2.3.3, 2.3.4, 2.3.6 and 2.3.7 consider the path
transmission of the energy. Sections 2.3.5 and 2.3.8 consider the angular effects and the
distribution of the received radiance. Section 2.3.9 considers the received pulse shape and
width. In each of these sections, after the equations are developed they are evaluated for
typical cases in both tables and figures. Section 2.3. 10 combines the previous results to
obtain the received energy and the optical signal power.

2.3.1 Clear Atmospheric Transmission

In the absence of any clouds or aersols, the clear atmospheric transmission is
described by the term ra. Using the approximate AFCRL model (ref 1), the signal zenith
angle dependence is given by:

ra =exp [-bsec 0s] , (S-1)

for

ra = signal clear atmospheric transmission,

b = effective clear atmospheric optical thickness, and

0s = signal zenith angle.
The typical value of b is determined from;

ra (€s =O) =0.7 =exp (-b),

01"

b = 0.357

Table I and figure 4 show the values of ra as a function of signal zenith angle.

I. AFCRL-71.0279, Optical Properties of the Atmosphere (Revised), by RA McClatchey, RW Fenn,
JEA Selby, FE Volz, and IS Garing, 10 May 1971.

15
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Table 1. Typical clear atmospheric transmission (b = 0.357).

0,s Single Zenith Angle (degrees) Ta. Clear Atmospheric T0. nsmission

0 0.7
10 0.7

20 0.68
30 0.66

40 0.63

50 0.57

60 0.49

70 0.35
80 0.13

F1.0 I

0.9

I 0.8

S0.7

.1 a 7 -e -sec] *b-0.357

S0.4

w 0.2

K 0.1

0 I1I ! _ _

0 5 10 IS 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85

SIGNAL ZENITH ANGLE, 0,

Figure 4. Typical clear atmospheric transmission (b = 0.357),

"2.3.2 Cloud Energy Transmission

Insofar as they affect optical propagation, clouds may be categorized as negligible
to very thin, thin, and thick. There are no verified experimental results that treat any one

* of these three classes. Since we are discussing an energy transmission here, and most analyses
and partial experiments are in terms of the transmitted irradiance (energy/second/area),
there are few analytic expressions for the cloud energy transmission.

Our decision is to treat only two classes: thick clouds and nearly clear weather.
We do this with the understanding that evaluating the model near the transition point

., will yield results that are incorrect in principle, and so only for small and large optical
thickness (defined below) should the overall model be expected to apply.

16



We propose to adopt the multiple-scattering Monte-Carlo derived diffusion-like
expression of Bucher (ref 2) and Van der Hlist (ref 3) for thick clouds, so that at zenith:

* I r ~ ~ 1.691(S2L re = (S-2
o (1 -<cos6 0>) + 1.42

j: where

•r = signal energy transmission through the cloud,

Stopt = optical thickness of the cloud, and

f. <cos 0> = mean cosine of the scattering angle.

In discussing this equation, Bucher has estimated that the numerical parameters
(1.69 and 1 .42) are uncertain to within factors of 2X.

The optical thickness of the cloud, for a homogeneous cloud, is given by:

"topt Toc (S-3)

where

T = geometrical thickness of the cloud, and

ac = mean extinction coefficient of the cloud.

As a tj'pical example, for a strato-cumulus cloud, we might have T = 1200 m and
0 c 0.04 m-, so topt = 48. For such a dense cloud, <cos 0> = 0.83 (0 = 340); a.d so,

1.69)
c 48(1 -0.83+ 1.42 =0.18

The zenith cloud energy transmission, as a function of optical thickness, is presented
in table 2 and figure 5 for <cos 0> = 0.83.

From the form of equation (S-2) it cannot apply ropt = 0, and the lower limit of
optical thicknesses at which it does apply is still to be determined. A linear fit is provision-
ally adopted for ropt < 10, so that

Ic= - 0.04 6 topt " opt < 10

<cos 0> = 0.83

: This equation is evaluated in table 3, and figure 5.

2. EA Bucher, Computer Simulation of Light Pulse Propagation for Communication Through Thick
Clouds, Appl Optics, Vol 12 (10), p 2391-2400, October 1973.

3. RE Danielson, DR Moore, and HC Van de Hulst, The Transfer of Visible Radiation Through Clouds,
J Atmos Sci, Vol 26 (9), p 1078-1087, September 1969.
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Table 2. Typical "thick" cloud zenith signal energytransmission (<cos 6> - 0.83).

topt Optical Thicknes T., Energy Transmission

10 0.54

20 0.35
30 0.26
40 0.21
50 0.17
60 0.15
70 0.13
80 0.11

90 0.10
100 0.09

1.0

0.9

0.8

0.7
2 CLEAR/THIN CLOUD RF.GIME

0. 0.

- 0.6

0.4

Z

S0.3 0.3 DIFFUSION REGIME

0
S0.2-

0.1

0 10 20 30 40 60 80 70 80 90 100 110

OPTICAL THICKNESS, Pt

Figure 5. Thin and thick cloud energy transmission versus optical
thickness for <cos 0> = 0.83.
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Table 3. "Thin" cloud zenith signal energy transmission (matched

to the thick cloud expression at ropt = 10 for <cos 0> = 0.83).

Topt' Optical Thickness rc, Energy Transmission

0 1
2 0.91

4 0.82

6 0.72
8 0.63

10 0.54

The zenith angle dependence for thick clouds has also been modeled by Bucher and
Van der Hulst (refs 2,3). It also has no experimental verification. From their tabular results,
we find

Tc 0: rc(O) A(0~s),

when

A(s) =1.69 - 0.5513 0s + 2.7173 02 -6.9866 3

+7.1446 0 -3.4249 05 + 0.6155 ,6 (S-4)

neglecting the effects of the "spreading out" of the beam energy with zenith angle. Since
this "spreading out" may be corrected at the satellite terminal, we model it as a transmission
factor,

(CosOs ) ,0 q

The complete thick cloud signal energy transmission (including the effects of the
single scatter albedo (ref 4), wo, 4 I) is given by:

r= 23A() 112
C 1 opt (I - <cos 8>) + 1.42

'p+ I1.42
op+ I -<cos 0>

1-exp - 13(l - <cos 0>)(1 - 0) t + 1- I
1.4

I-exp- -2S/3(l-<cost>)(l -1 o) Iropt +. -<cos" >1]

X cosOSs q forropt > !0 (S-5a)

4. The effect of o0 * 1 is taken from Appendix B, equation 14, of S. Karp, "A Test Plan for
Determining the Feasibility of Optical Satellite Communications Through Clouds at Visible
Frequencies." NOSC TN 279, July 1, 1978.
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and 0 < q < I, with the exact value of q dependent on the satellite optical design.

For thin clouds the diffusion, like A(Os) dependence, ought not to apply. Therefore,
in the rOpT < 10 regime we assume a full cosine dependence due to the extra path length
in the cloud; or,

r1.69 Al +lII'- 11051 s. o.Irc =o0"88°pt 110(1 - <cos O>) + 1.42 [c ]

forrropt < 10

For

topt 2 0, we use rc= os.s (S-5b)

For Os 40, these models are discontinuous at -ot - 10. The difference in value is
about a factor of 0.58 at Os = 70 degrees. At this stage in our knowledge of cloud propaga-
tion, we do not feel that such a factor is of prime importance and shall ignore this discrep-
ancy until an experimentally verified model replaces it.

Table 4 and figure 6 show the zenith angle dependence of the signal energy trans-
mission for both ropt regimes, with q = 0; i.e., satellite optics fully compensating for the
zenith angle beam irradiance spread.

Table 4. Zenith angle vs signal energy transmission (normalized to Os = 0)

OS, Signal Zenith Angle Thick Cloud Dependence Thin Cloud Dependence
>(opt > 10) ( <opt < 10)

0 1 1

10 0.97 0.98

20 0.96 0.94

30 0.92 0.87

40 0.86 0.77

50 0.78 0.64
"60 0.69 0.5

70 0.58 0.34

80 0.44 0.17

Ii
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Figure 6. Thin and thick cloud zenith angle dependence of

cloud transmissions normalized to zenith.

2.3.3 Cloud to Water Energy Transmission

The energy transmission of an assumed clear propagation path from the bottom of
the cloud to the water surface is expressed as rCW. For large diameter emerging spots and
representative clouds the energy transmission of this part of the propagation path is very high.

We consider an area element on the cloud bottom given by r dr do, assuming circular
symmetry and that our observation point is well away from the beam edge.

Then, assuming a thick cloud, the energy is emerging Lambationally, and taking
H = distance from cloud base to water,

R = range to satellite,

0 T = full angle e- 2 irradiance beamwidth (<1); and
the beam is so large at the cloud that negligible additional in-cloud induced spreading occurs.

The energy transmission is given by

27r ROT/2

TCW 2. f do f r d r x I"tilt" of emitting surface areal
0 0

x Range from surface area to water surface "receiver" 1-2

x "tilt" of surface "receiver"
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or

2 ROT/2

o 2 ]h [IH2 +r2. i

[H2 + r2] •2

thus,

[H/(R OT/2)] 2
ICW (S-6a)I [HI/(R OT/2 ] 2 Pt;i0.(6a

Equation (S-6a) is evaluated in table 5 and figure 7 as a function of the ratio of the
cloud base height, H, to the emerging spot radius, ROT/ 2 .

Table 5. Thick cloud-to-water surface signal energy transmission.

/ROT Cloud Base Height
H Emerging Spot Radius "CW, Energy Transmission

0 1
0.05 0.998

0.1 0.99

0.15 0.98

0.2 0.96

0.25 0.94

0.3 0.92

0.35 0.89

0.4 0.86

0.45 0.83

0.5 0.8

/ROT
For typical situations, H < 0.2 and so this is a very small effect for thick

/2
clouds.

For thin clouds, the net transmission is even higher for large incident beams, since
the energy is not emerging isotropically, but does retain its emitted angular sense. We
therefore take

SrCW l, forropt < 10 (S-6b)

We further assume that there is no zenith angle dependence forrCW in either class.
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Figure 7. Thick cloud to water surface energy transmission.

2.3.4 Air-Water Interface Transmission

The signal energy transmission of the air-water interface is composed of two factors;

i aw = (raw) X ('aw2)' (S-7)

where

Taw - total energy transmission of air-water interface, with

7 awI = air-water interface transmission due to index of refraction discontinuity; and

7aw2 = air-water interface transmission due to foam and streaks on the sea surface.

This section trcats rawI while raw2 is discussed in section 2.3.6.

For thin clouds and clear weather (rot < 10), we assume the signal beam retains its
angular sense. Gordon (ref 5) has estimated the value of raw I as a function of surface wind
speecl and signal zenith angle, for the Cox and Munck (ref 6) wave slope distribution, as
shown in table 6 and figure 8.

For thick clouds (7opt > 10), the energy is modelled as being incident on the sea
surface from the entire hemisphere. Using the Fresnel refraction equation, and neglecting
wave effects, we find

5. J Gordon, Directional Radiance (Luminescence) of the Sea Surface, SI1, ref 89-20, October 1969.
6. C Cox and W Munck, Statistics of the Sea Surface Derived from Sun Glitter, J Marine Res,

Vol 13 2, 1954.
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Table 6. raw Time-averaged downlink air-sea interface transmittance

(for thin clouds, Topt < 10).

Os

Signal v, Wind Speed
Zenith
Angle 0 1.03 2.06 4.12 7.21 10.3 13.4 16.5 19.6 rn/sec

in Air 0 2 4 8 14 20 26 32 38 knots

0 0.979 0.977 0.976 0.974 0.970 0.967 0.963 0.960 0.956

5 0.975 0.974 0.972 0.970 0.966 0.963 0.959 0.956 0.952
10 0.964 0.962 0.961 0.9S9 0.9S5 0.95 0.948 0.944 0.941
15 0.945 0.944 0.943 0.940 0.936 0.933 0.929 0.926 0.922

20 0.920 0.918 0.917 0.914 0.910 0.907 0.903 0.899 0.896
25 0.887 0.885 0.884 0.881 0.877 0.873 0.870 0.866 0.863
30 0.847 0.845 0.84 0.841 0.837 0,833 0.829 0.826 0.822

35 0.800 0.798 0.797 0.794 0.790 0.786 0.782 0.779 0.775
40 0.747 0.745 0.743 0.741 0.736 733 0.729 0.725 0.722

45 0.687 0.685 0.684 0.681 0.677 0.673 0.669 0.666 0.663

50 0.620 0.619 0.617 0.615 0.611 0.608 0,605 0.602 0.599
55 0.548 0.546 0.545 0.543 0.540 0.538 0.536 0.534 0.532
60 0.468 0.468 0.466 0.465 0.464 0.464 0.464 0.463

65 U._ 0.385 0.385 0.386 0.387 0.389 0.391 0.393 0.395
70 0.295 0.298 0.299 0303 0.310 0.315 0.321 0.325 0.329
75 0.203 0.209 0.214 0.244 0.236 0.247 0.255 0.262 0.268

80 0.113 0.126 0.136 0.153 0.172 0.186 0.197 0.206 0.213
85 0.0361 0.0610 0.0751 0.0969 0.119 0.135 0.148 0.15- 0.165

90 0 0.0265 0.0390 0.0594 0.0809 0.0961 0.108 0.117 0.124

wIi 7r/2
7awl = i - f R(os) sin 0s dos (S-8)

0

for s signal zenith angle,

R(os)= Sea Surface reflectance as a function of zenith angle.

Also,

R =os[ fI (0s) - f2 (0s)] f3(s) (S-9a)
[fI(os) + f2(os)] [f3 (Os) + f2(0s),

for f() = sin2 n2 + cos 20s , (S-9b)

f2(s)= sin 0, sin 2 0,s 1n2 _ sin 2 , s '/z2 (S-9c)

f3 (s) = n2 cos2  - sin 2 s cos 20,, and (S-9d)

n = sea-water index of refraction.
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Figure 8. Thin cloud air-sea interface transmission as a function of signal zenith angie (0) and surface

wind speed, v.

Using n 1.33, equation (S-7) has been evaluated with the result:

raw =0.83 ,r"opt 10 (5-10)

Equation (S-!0) is an approximation, since it has neglected the wave structure of
the surface and is discontinuous with the ropt 10 values in table 6. It will be used pending
further analysis and experimentation.

There is no zenith angle dependence for thick clouds for raw I

2.3.5 Air-Water Angular Effects

The wave slopes on the sea surface will cause an overall increase in the beam diver-
gence of an incident beam. However, for the propagation path considered here, this will
only have an effect for thin cloud and clear weather cases (rpt < 10).

We describe the statistical effects of the surface by AOAW = half-angle of the rms
additional beam divergence of the radiance profile. Adopting Karp's unverified model
(ref 7) we use the expression,

A8AW 0.0103 vY2, topt < 10, (S-Ia)

7. NELC TR 2021, Submarine.Aircraft and St-bmarine-Satelllte Optical Communications Systems Model
(U), RE Howarth, ME Hyde, and WR Stone, Confidential, 1977.
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for v = surface wind speed in knots, and the index of refraction of sea water has been taken
= 4/3. Equation (S-I la) is evaluated in table 7 and figure 9 for v in knots (and m/sec) and
AOAW in radians (and degrees).

The relative contribution of &8AW to the distribution of radiance at the receiver
will be discussed in secton 2.3.8. Except for the clearest water, this has a small effect; and
so the impact of neglecting zenith angle effects and dissimilar wave slopes in the downwind
and crosswind direction may be negligible. We therefore adopt this model, and

OAW = 0, ropt > 10,(- I)

until better information is available.

Table 7. Half-angle rms air-water interface effects

v, Wind Speed MAW

Knots Metres/Sec Milliradians Degrees

0 0 0 0
2 1.03 14.6 0.84

4 2.06 20.7 1.18

8 4.12 29.2 1.67

14 7.21 38.6 2.21

20 10.3 46.2 2.65
26 13.4 52.6 3.0

32 16.5 58.4 3.35
38 19.6 63.6 3.64

SURFACE WIND SPEED, metres/mae

- 2.06 4.12 6.18 8.2 10.3 12.4 14.5 16.5 18.8_.,670

50
Wa

2 4 t * 10 12 14 t 18 20 22 2 8426 28 38

SURFACE WINO SPEED IKNO'TS), V

Figure 9. Haif-angie rms alr-water interface effects as a function| of wind speed v.
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2.3.6 Relative Surface Foam Coverage

The energy transmission of the air-water interface is composed of the factors:I
raw ` (7awl) X (Taw2), with

raw = total energy transmission of the sir-water interface, where

TawI = air-water interface transmission due to index of refraction discontinuity

and

; aw2 = air-water interface transmission due te foam and streaks on the water surface.

This section treats 'aw2, while 'raw! was discussed in section 2.3.4. Independent of
the cloud conditions, a model relating the fraction of surface covered to the surface wind
speed is given by (ref 8):

Cf (1.2 X 10-5) v 3 .3 . v 9m/sec, and (S-12)

Cf (M2 (10-) v3 "3 (0.225 v - 0.99), v > 9m/sec; (S-13)

where,

Cf fraction of surface covered, and

v = surface wind speed in metres/sec.

Assuming the foam and streaks have an albedo of 1, the value of 7aw2 is given by:

raw2 1 -(.2 (10-5)) v3.3, v 49m/sec, and (S-14a)

aw2 = -( i.2 (10-5)) v 3.3 (0.225v - 0.9 9 ); v > 9m/sec (S- 14b)

Equations (S-14a, b) are evaluated in table 8 and figure 10 for V in metres/sec (and knots).
Although this model neglects zenith angle effects, it is adopted pending further experimental
work.

2.3.7 Water Energy Transmission

The energy transmission of the water portion of the propagation path is denoted by
Tw. For most water types and receiver depths, the dominant cause of attenuation is the
diffuse attenuation coefficient (ref 8) of the water, k. We therefore use the model:

rw = exp [- (k X (path length in water)]. (S-I 5a)

The path length ir the water is given by:

D/cos (Ow)

8. HR Gordon and MM Jacobs, Albedo of the Ocean-Atmospheric System: Influence of the Sea Foam,
Appl Optics, Vol 16 (8), p 2257-2260, August 1977,
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Table 8. Air-water energy transmission due to surface foam
and streaks (assuming a foam/streak albedo = 1).

v, Wind Speed

Knots Metres/Sec Taw 2

0 0 1

2 1.03 1

4 2.06 1
8 4.12 1

14 7.21 0.99
20 10.3 0.96

26 13.4 0.87

32 16.5 0.66

38 19.6 0.25

V, metrno/S

2.06 4.12 6.18 8.2 10.3 12.4 14.6 16.5 18.6
1.0

°"tii0.6
z

V OA

v 0.3

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38
SURFACE WIND SPEED (KNOTS), V

Figure 10. Foam/streak surface coverage transmission versus surface wind speed, J
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St where

41 tD = receiver depth, and

O = in-water signal zenith angle.

From Snell's law,

n sin (,w) = sin s

where

n water index of refraction, and

"in-air signal zenith angle.

Table 9 and figure I I show the values of equation (S-I 5) for n 1.33. Since many areas of
the ocean have a layered structure for k, we modify our basic equation to yield

k D = I __ _ S(ki Di)
Cos (Ow) cos (Ow) M=I

where we have assumed there are j layers which differ in their k values, but not in their

indices of refraction. Therefore, the adopted model is:

Ski Di

w- exp ,for
Cos s 

(S-I 5b)

S=sin- sinOs and Di Di=D
n

This model is uncertain in many ways:

(1) the value ofki to use,

(2) the values of Di, and

(3) its applicability in very clear water and/or at shallow receiver depths.

Consequently, although it is the best model available, it should be revised when
better information becomes available.

2.3.8 Water Distribution of Radiance

Thcre is no experimentally verified expression for the in-water distribution of signal
radiance, as a function of incident beam collimation, incident beam zenith angle, water
properties, and receiver depth. Any model expression must take into account the following
items:

29
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Table 9. Relation between in-air and in-water signal zenith angles
(assuming sea-water index of refraction, n = 1.33)

0., In-Air Signal Zenith Angle *v, In-Water Signal Zenith Angle
(degrees) (degrees)

0 0

S 3.75

10 7.48

15 11.19

20 14.86

25 18.48

30 22.02
35 25.48

40 28.82

45 32.03

50 35.07

55 37.91

60 40.51
65 42.82

70 44.81
75 46.42
80 47.61

85 48.34
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(1) the in-air zenith angle of the signal,
(2) the radiance distribution incident on the water,

(3) the air-water interface effects,

(4) the in-water zenith angle of the signal,
(5) the in-water scattering effects, and

(6) the in-water absorption effects.

In considering these last two, we note that the energy should decrease away from
zenith due to absorption, depending on depth and the water properties. We have
therefore considered the following zenith angle dependencies for the radiance at the sub-
marine receiver:

(1) Uniform,

(2) l- 00,

sin ( -0- )
(3) sin

I (4) 1- sin(€W) 20

sin (0W)

(5) exp (-(O

Moreover,

ew = angle measured from the axis, or principal ray direction, of the in-water signal
radiance; ; -,

and

0 =angle at which the signal radiance reaches a benchmark.

We adopt (4), sin , because it is easy to work with and appears to

give a reasonable representation of the assumed radiance.

00 is related to the half-p'-'er point of the received radiance by the equation:

'1 2
3 sin2 4)0 L (S-1I6a)I -COS00- 3[in 0 o 00 sin 00 + 2 cos00 -2

Ic
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Equation (S-l6s) is evaluated in table 10. Values between those shown are obtained
by linear interpolation.

Table 10. Relation of radiance zero point, 00,
and received radiance tlalf-power point, 0 %, for

1 - (sin OW/sin Oo) radiance distribution
1

0 (degrees) *0 (degrees)

3.8 5

7.6 10

11.4 15
15.2 20
19.0 25

22.7 30
26.5 35A

30.2 40
33.9 45

37.5 50

41.1 55
44.6 60

48.1 65

51.6 70
54.9 75

58.2 80

We adopt the NOSC developed expression for the half-power point in terms of
incident beam divergence, air-water angular effects and in-water scattering effects, and add
them up as if they were three statistically* independent effects:

= fw + faw + fa 1(S-16b)

for

fw= water contribution
2i 0  ; D(S-I 7 a)

- , all topt;

cos Ow

*This is actually an empirical result, and appears to fit the NOSC experimental results. A completely
consistent theory of all these effects would not use the statistical independence as the justification
for this expression.
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2I

faw. (0.0 10 3 V) forropt < 10 (S-17b)

Fi=0fr"p 0(S-17c)

i and

2I

fa ' 1 2 (0.294 0T)2 for ropt <g 10 (S-17d)

= (33.80)2 for Topt > 10 (S-I 7e)

Here,

2i = mean square single scattering angle in water,

[ s =scattering coefficient in water,

D =receiver depth,

s) = in-water signal zenith angle,

v = surface wind speed in knots,
topt =cloud optical thickness,

n = water index of refraction, and

T = e 2 irradiance full angle of in-air incident beam.

Equation (S-I 7a) is the NOSC (ref. 7) expression, and contains the only zenith angle
dependence for the radiance distribution. We could modify it for layering effects;
0s 1 - O0sl i; s - si; D - Di and fw - I (fwi), but shall not at this time, until further experi-Ft i

mental results are obtained.

Equations (S-I 7b) and (S-I 7c) are based on the discussion in section 2.3.5.
Equation (S-I 7d) is the refraction-corrected beam divergence of the collimated inci-

dent beam, again assuming a Gaussian distribution in angle.
Equation (S-I 7e) assumes that, after penetration through thick clouds, the light has

a uniform angular distribution at the water surface. Then, Snell's law implies that, just
below the water surface, all the energy is contained within a solid angle of half-angle = 48.6

degrees, neglecting wave action. Then, defining the half-power angle as the half-angle of the
solid angle containing half of the energy, implies

1

cos" 2 (1 - cos 48.6 degrees), or

33.8 degrees.
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The radiance distribution enters into the expression for the received energy by the
expression 2

ffOR, ~ ~ a ow0, d)a-Jo°°f IsinO l

f /ksin -0wli

where, .]

fIR - solid angle of the receiver,H10 = full solid angle which all the energy is within,

OR = half-angle of the receiver field of view, and

6 = off-set angle between receiver optical axis and axis of the incoming light.
Therefore, for the general case,

dO d0R - [n I - /si ow

f(d R, 00, i) =l fW sin 0  (S-18a)
27r 00 , 2j

f dO d owsi.w I _ J•d0 Jo in0

for
ow' =cos-I {cos ow cos 6 + sin ow sin 6 sin 0}

For perfect alignment between the received light axis and the receiver (6 - 0), the
integral can be analytically evaluated, with the result

1 ccosOR 2 Cos 0R sin 2 OR + 2 os 0R2
3 sin 00

f(O R, 00)=

I - cos0 0  (cos 00 sin 2 + 2 cos 0o - 2]
3 sin 2 00 (S-I 8b)

Equation (S-20b) has been evaluated in figures 12, 13 for 00 = 30 degrees (figure 12)

and 00 = 70 degrees (figure 13) and 6 = 0, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 degrees.

These results will be used in section 2.3. 10.
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2.3.9 Received Pulse Width/Shape

There is no verified model which predicts the received pulse width and shape at the
submarine receiver as a function of cloud properties, cloud height above the water, water

properties, and the receiver field-of-view. It is not intended to develop such a final model
now, but only to present some reasonable expressions needed for the provisional mcdel here.

It is the universal experience of experimenters (both empirical and computer simula-
tion) that after penetration of a multiple scattering medium, the received pulse has a short
rise time and a long falltime. Because of its nearness to Bucher's computer simulations
(ref. 2, as shown in figure 14) we shall assume the underwater receiver sees a pulse shape
given by:

f(t) = te-kt (S-19a)

The properties of this form are as follows:

maximum value of f(t) occurs at ti = - , (S-19b)
k

maximum value of f(t) = tm e- = 0.368 tm, with (S-19c)

average value of t, defined as

fot fit) dt

= 2 tm (S-20a)

Half-power points of f(t) occur at 0.233 tm and 2.68 t so the width between
half-power points = 2.45 tin: (S-20b)

The rms value of t, defined as

! f t2 fit) d t

0 %V6tm (S-20c)
f• f(t)d t

Hence, the variance of t is given by
ear t = (t2 2 t2m (S-21I a)

and its standard deviation, by

[t2 u21½VC tm (S-21Ib)
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Figure 14. Comparison of f(t) and Bucher's Monte Carlo pulse shape.

The area under the f(t) curve is given by

f(t) d t = t (S-22)
0

In principle, there are three significant contributions to the received pulse width,
which we shall define as the time between half-power points,

2.45 tm = (ntc + Atcw a ,tw) pri (S-23)

where we have neglected the initial pulse width at the transmitter, assumed that the effects
S~add serially, not statistically, and where

t: Atw = pulse width due to water portion of the path,

Atcw = additional pulse width due to cloud-to-water path, and

Atc --- pulse width after emerging from the cloud.

The additional pulse width due to the water portion of the path is caused by the
in-water multiple scattering, and so it occurs in the absence or presence of clouds. As seen
in figure 15, a signal at a zenith angle of 0 degrees and a receiver of half-angle 8 R at a
depth D leads to a pulse width (for a uniform contribution throughout that field of view), of

D 1 -cos ORAtw cn co R < all ropt (S-24)
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Figure IS. In-water pulse width calculation geometry.

for

c = speed of light and

n = water index of refraction.
When the signal zenith angle is not 0 degrees, an additional pulse stretching occurs, as shown

in figure 16. The effect is given by

2 D tan OR sin Os ,forr 0 pt•10 (S-25a)

where Os = signal zenith angle. When thick clouds are in the path, there is no single zenith
angle defined below the clouds and so this expression will not apply.

I , '.

V OR --

_

Figure 16. Signal zenith angle induced additional
pulse stretching.
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"For thin clouds (opt < 10) we have found no verified expression for the cloud
effects u; the cloud to water effects. Since equations (S-28) and (S-29) already imply
stretching to a few hundred nanoseconds, we can neglect the thin cloud effects, and take

•. ~Atc =0, or topt <g10 (S-26a)

(All zenith angles.)

For thick clouds we adopt the Stotts (ref. 9) expression, so that:

At T 0.3 [(1 + 2 .2 5 wo r 0t 2)i 5 1 Ite c Wropt 0 23

for ropt 10 (S-26b)

(All zenith angles.)

S~where,
whrc = speed of light in air

T = cloud gecmetrical thickness, p

Wo= single scatter albedo, and

F' 0 = meat, scattering angle in the cloud.

I I Equation (S-26b) has been evaluated in table I I and figure 17 for the typical values
of Wo - 1, 0 = 0.66 rad (37 degrees), and fixing T = ropt/Oc = 25 oiopt suitable for a strato-
cumulus cloud. (Also shown for comparison, is the result estimated in ref 2.)

These values probably overestimate the pulse widths at the lower values of itopt, but
they are adopted until a verified model for all vaues of ropt is developed.

We use the values from table II for ropt = 20, 40, and 60 along with the normalized
pulse shape [f(t) = (-2) t exp - (t/tm) ,to plot representative pulses in figure 18. The a

drastic dependence of the pulse height and width on optical thickness for the assumed model
is clearly seen.

A careful analysis of the thick cloud to water propagation region has found that it
adds a negligible amount relative to At for reasonable cloud properties and cloud heights.

r Hence, we take

S0cwO, forr t>' 10 (S-25b)

(All zenith angles,)

We therefore have adopted a complete model for all effects and all optical thick-
nesses. It shall be used further in the next section.

9. LB Stotts, Closed Form Expression for Optical Pulse Broadening in Multiple Scattering Media, AppI
Optics, Vol L7 (4), p 504-505, 15 February 1978.
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Table 11. Typical "thick" cloud pulse broadening for wo , 1,
0 37' and oc = 0.04 m-1.

4t¢, 'Use Widthropt, Optical Thickness T, Geometrical Thickness (kin) (uisec)d

10 0.25 1.15

20 0.5 3.65

30 0.75 7.08

40 1.0 11.27 ,

50 1.25 16.13

60 1.5 21.55
70 1.75 27.48

80 2.0 33.93

90 2.25 40.88

100 2.5 48.25

66 BUCHER
(REF 12)

60

60
so

45
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Figure 17. Cloud induced pulse stretching as a function of optical thickness
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Figure 18. Representative normalized pulse shipes as a function of cloud optical thickness.
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2.3.10 Overall Signal Equations

The optical detection mechanism responds to the received energy as a function of
time, i.e., the instantaneous optical power. The total received optical energy and the
instantaneous optical power are related by:

S!ER f PROt) dt (S-27)0
.1

for

ER = total received optical energy per pulse, and

PR(t) instantaneous received optical power.

Writing
PR(t) = AE f(t), (S-28)

for

AE = normalization parameter, and

f(t) = received optical pulse shape,

then

ER

AE= E; (S-29)
f f(t) dt

0

so that

., ER f(t)
PRt - •(S-30) 1

of ft) dt

r Using the received pulse shape of section 2.3.9,

f(t) = t exp - t..(S-31)
t m

f(t) dt =tm (S-32)

and

I exp-(t/tm

PR(t) ER (S-33)
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I

for

tm (2.45)- 1 X (time between half power points). (S-34)

The total received optical energy is given by the range equation:

ER (transmitted energy per pulse) X (transmitter optics transmission)

X (solid angle subtended by the receiver at the source
solid angle transmitted into /

r X (clear atmospheric energy transmission)
)X (cloud energy transmission) A

X (cloud to water energy transmission)I. _
X (air-water interface energy transmission)

X (water energy transmission)

X( (receiver optics transmission)

X (fraction of incident radiance within receiver field-of-view). (S-35)

We take

Ep = transmitted energy per pulse,

'T = transmitter optics transmission,

T'R = receiver optics transmission,

d = diameter of receiver aperture,

R = range from source to receiver,

(,rd 2/4)
= solid angle subtended by the receiver at the source,

T I = full angle e,-2 irradiance angle transmitted into*,

- solid angle transmitted into,
4

'a = clear atmosphere energy transmission (as discussed in section 2.3. I),

S- cloud energy transmission (as discussed in section 2.3.2),

Tcw = cloud to water energy transmission (as discussed in section 2.3.3),

raw = air-water interface energy transmission (as discussed in sections 2.3.4
and 2.3.6),

7w = water energy transmission (as discussed in section 2.3.7), and

!(4¢w) = water radiance distribution (as discussed in section 2.3.8).

Therefore, the received optical energy is given by

/ IT)) ((rt2 /4)yR IT OR) (S-36)

ER ( 4)( \ R2 ra Tc cwraw rw ft 0o, OR)

*This assumes such large spots that additional cloud and water spreading is negligible.
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The fraction of the incident radiance within the receiver field-of-view is given by (for
perfect alignment between beam axis and receiver axis):

2of RI (Ow) da

f( o OR<Oo (S-37)

Afo fo(o )~

for

OR = half angle of the receiver field-of-view, and

o =-- off-axis angle at which incoming radiance equals zero.
Using the model adopted in se'ction 2.3.8,

I -Cos0OR - I2 cOSORsin2OR1+2cOSOR_2 I•a3 0 s2 +0  (S-38a)

l-::o:R0 1 COSo0sin2e0+2 cosBo_2i[

3 sin2 '00

and, f(Oo' 0 R) 1, for OR > 0o (S-38b)

Using equations (S-36), (S-27), and (S-33) results in the evaluation of the instantaneous
optical power in terms of all the other signal group sub-models.
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3.0 NOISE PROPAGATION GROUP

"This section discusses the proposed equation group for the propagation of the noise
relative to a single signal pulse.

3.1 OBJECTIVE, STRUCTURE, AND FUNCTION

This section considers the basic approach used in the detailed noise calculation
modules presented in section 3.3, and presents flow charts showing the interrelationship of
these sub-models and their required inputs. (These inputs are discussed in more detail in
section 3.2.)

3.1.1 Philosophy of Approach

Since all the background sources that must propagate through clouds are continuous
in time, that part of the modeling related to the temporal effects is not present here. This
simplifies the noise modeling.

On the other hand, the sources of the noise are so different (sun, moon, sky-light,
star-light, bioluminescence, shot noise in the receiver amplifier, detector dark current, etc.),
that is has been difficult to develop a single unified approach to all of them. The approach,
therefore, is described below.

Express the noise contribution as a noise-equivalent-optical-power (NEPtot), which
is the root sum of squares of all the noise-equivalent-optical power contributions of the
individual noise components, The NEPtot is then directly comparable to the instantaneous
received optical power PR(t) developed in section 2, and the signal-to-noise ratio is PR/NEPtot;
for PR the peak value of the received signal power.

Take the out-of-water background sources in terms of equivalent exo-atmospheric
radiances, and then their propagation through the atmosphere and water path is treated in
parallel with the signal energy transmission of section 2.3. The angular effects and noise
radiance distribution are also treated in a manner similar to that of the signal in section 2.

Take the noise contributions of the background sources as the ]-sigma point in theIfluctuations generated in the signal current by their steady presence, and express their
contributions in terms of an equivalent optical power.

Treat the amplifier shot noise, detector dark current and signal shot noise in the
standard way, and express their contributions in terms of an equivalent optical power.

Present the modeling in modular fashion, so that the effect of each portion of the

path is evident. In addition, as further experiments and analysis are undertaken, pieces of

the model may be upgraded without requiring extensive modifications to this publication
or the total model.

Separate the cloud conditions into clear/thin cloud, corresponding to an opticai
thickness (ropt ) < 10 and thick cloud for 7 opt > 10. Below ropt = 10 one set of
noise-modules is assumed to apply, while above it a different set applies. In many cases
these noise modules do not correspond at Topt = 10, and so the overall model should
only be used for Topt < 10 and ropt > 10. (Further analysis and experiments on the
"multiple forward scattering" region should enable these sub-models to be upgraded,
and this inconsistency removed.)
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Finally, we assume appropriate and simple analytic forms for at-present unknown
functions such as the radiance distributions. This enables us to generate analytic results
(except for the receiver axis offset from the beam axis of the incident radiation), which
is an aid to a physical understanding of the situation.

3.1.2 Noise Group Structure

A schematic of the overall noise equivalent power propagation group is shown in
figure 19. Given the input parameters, the path energy transmission and angular and
radiance distributions are derived for the four "exo-atmospheric" background sources.
Then, using additional input data, the average background power for all background sources
is derived, and so, the noise-equivalent optical power for all the noise components.

INPUT PARAMETER ENERGY

NOISE SOURCES; CLE•AR TASISO

SI
ATMOSPHERE,, CLOUD, VRG
CLOUD TO WA TER BACKGROUND
AIR/WATER; WATER; POWER .
RECEIVER: SIGNAL ANGULAR RAIAC

DISTRIBUTION
NOISE

EOUIVALENTI

Figure 19. Schematic of single-pulse noise equivalent power downlink propagation group.

• Figure 20 is a detailed flow diagram of the direct sunlight contribution, showing the
ri calculations that must be performed to arrive at the required output. (The flow charts for
Sthe moonlight, blue sky-light and s~tarlight/zodiacal light are identical to this one, while the

/J simpler one for the bioluminscence is shown in figure 2 1.) The following six steps are used
to exercise the noise propagation group:

"• The input parameters are listed in the eight ellipses on the left-hand side of the
figure including source, clear atmosphere, cloud, cloud to water, air-water inter-
face, water, receiver and signal characteristic parameters. (The symbols are defined
in the glossary and also in the input discussion in section 3.2.)

"• The primary calculation equations are represented by the rectangular boxes.
Within each box is the symbol for the parameter to be calculated and the
equation number (from section 3.3) for the equation to be used to calculate
that parameter.

"• The first quantity calculated is the cloud optical thickness, 7opt, since this deter-
mines which equations should be used to calculate many other parameters. Whenever
// appears in a rectangular box, the equation number preceeding it refers to
•'opt > 10, while the equation number following it refers tor¢ opt < 10. Hence,
given the value oft7 opt, the rest of the models to be used are specifically determined,
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LEGEND:

PARAMETER: PARAMETERS DEFINED IN GLOSSARY
THICK CLOUD E'O'N// INPUT DISCUSSED IN SECTION 3.2
THIN CLOUD E'Q'N EQUATIONS DEVELOPED IN SECTION 3.3

+ THE FLOW DIAGRAM FOR Pmu' P&S AND P

IS EQUIVALENT TO THIS ONE THROUGH Pau

P8 L FLOW DIAGRAM IS SHOWN IN FIGURE 4-C

t

i

i

i
FROM FRM

(N-33Ro 
PBN

(N-24a) (-I

FROM + FROM*
P BL BL

(N-4P) N-1) -
_ _(S 

IG N A L ) -

S~PR(t)

NEPTH: 1N-53)

IN-5I
NEP ~NEc t :NE4 I.

SNEP C -' IN-641

NEPSS: (j5

Figure 20. Flow diagram of single-pulse downlink noise propagation group.
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ii 0 The second set of calculations performed are of two types:
I ! r I and r' ;ad

(a) path transmission, including -r, ta , cw and rw, and,

(b) angular and radiance distribution including fa, faw, fw, 0o and f' (OR 6o,).
t •0 The path transmission, angular and radiance distribution, source and receiver para.

meters are then used to calculate the average background power due to that source.

* The total average background power due to all sources is then calculated.

* The total average background power, receiver and signal characteristics are then used
to calculate the total noise equivalent optical power.

t Figure 21 shows the flow chart for calculating the average background power due to
bioluminescence, PBL" This value of PBL enters into figure 20 in the ZI• calculations.

*1t

SOURCE

LBL

SL 1N-51 TO P (-)

RECEIVER

OR; -7R; d;

LEGEND

PARAMETER: PARAMETERS DEFINED IN GLOSSARY
"EQUATION INPUT DISCUSSION IN SECTION 3.2-I ! EQUATIONS DEVELOPED IN SECTION 3.3

"Figure 21. Flow diagram of single-pulse downlink noise propagation
submodel (noise due to bioluminescence).

3.2 INPUT FOR NOISE CALCULATION

"This section discusses the form (and values in some cases) of the required inputs to
the noise group, in terms of the eight categories: source, clear atmosphere, cloud, cloud to
water, air-water interface, water, receiver and signal characteristics.

3.2.1. Source

There are five sources of the average background, which are treated here as inde-
pendent. These sources are: sunlight, moonlight, blue skylight, starlight/zodiacal light,
and bioluminescence.

It is expected that these sources will be treated rationally when using them as inputs,
so that when sunlight is present, only the blue-skylight will be expected to be a non-zero
value; and when moonlight is present only the starlight/zodiacal light and bioluminescence
will be used with non-zero values. (A full diurnal model for these sources is not considered
appropriate at this time.)
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We consider each of the five noise sources separately.

SUN

Symbol Description Units

es/ 2  The half-angle subtended by the sun at the earth. Its radians
value is taken as (ref 10): 4.65 10-3 radians.

Hs" Effective exo-atmospheric spectral radiance of the sun. watts/(metres) 2

The value assumed will be 2000 watts/m 2 
- u. (microns)

MOON 4
Symbol Description Units

0m/2 The half-angle subtended by the moon at the earth. radians
Its value is equal to (ref 11): Os/2 = 4.65 (10-3) radians.

HmuX Effective exo-atmospheric spectral irradiance of the
moon. It will be assumed to equal 4.3 watts/m 2 - A. (metres)2(microns)

STARLIGHT/ZODIACAL LIGHT

Symbol Description Units

LZ Effective exo-atmospheric spectral radiance due to all [watts/(metres) 2

non-lunar night time sources. The value (ref 12) is (steradians)
3 (10-6) [watts/(metres)2(srad)(micron)J in the blue- (microns)l
green spectral region.

BIOLUMINESCENCE

Symbol Description Units

LBL Spectral irradiance of the ambient bioluminescence [watts/( metres)2

sources at the aperture of the submarine receiver. The (microns)J
value for this parameter is least well known of all the
background contributors. As previously done, and until
further information is available, we use the values
provided in the SAOCS RFP, so that (ref 13) LBL
= (10-3) watts/m 2 microns.

BLUE SKYLIGHT A

Symbol Description Units

LB Effective exo-atmospheric spectral radiance of [watts/(metres) 2

the blue-sky. Its value is assumed to be 250 (microns))
watts/[(metres) 2 (srad)(micron) I

10. Handbook of Geophysics (rev ed), p 17-1, '7-2. MacMillan Co, New York, 1960.
i1. RC Haynes, Introduction to Space Service, p 4-5, John Wiley and Sons, New York, 1971.
12. WI( Pratt, Laser Communication Systems, ref 4, p 122, fig 6-7, John Wiley and Sons, New York, 1969.
13. NOSC Interim Report No. 2, Contract No N00039-77-C-0100, Optical Submarine Communication by

Aerospace Relay (OSCAR) (U), T Flom, PF Tttterton, et al., p 3-22 to 3-24, Secret, I May 1978.
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IT I
3.2.2 Clear Atmosphere

The required parameters are:

Symbol Description Units

b Effective clear atmospheric optical thickness. For a
zenith transmission of 70%; b = 0.357

Osu In-air solar zenith angle radians -

Omu In-air lunar zenith angle radians

3.2.3 Cloud

The required parameters are:

Symbol Description Units

T Geometric or physical thickness of the cloud. metres

ac Average extinction coefficient of the cloud. (metres)-

Osu In-air solar zenith angle radians

Omu In-air lunar zenith angle radians I
<cos O> The average value of the cosine of the scattering angle

for single scattering within the cloud.

3.2.4 Cloud to Water

No parameters in this area affect the noise properties.

3.2.S Water

The required parameters are:

Symbol Description Units

ki Diffuse attenuation coefficient of the i'th water layer. (rretres)- 1

Di Thickness of the i'th water layer (metres)

0 w In-water solar zenith angle radians

mu In-water lunar zenith angle radians
n Water index of refraction

0si Root-Mean-Square angle for a single scattering event in radians

the water.

s Scattering coefficient for the entire water path (metres)-I

D Depth of the submarine receiver metres
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3.2.6 Air/Water Interface

The required parameters are:

Symbol Description Units

0su In-air solar zenith angle radiansSmu In-air lunar zenith angle radians

v Surface wind speed metres/second
n Water index of refraction

3.2.7 Receiver

The required parameters are:

Symbol Description Units

OR Half-angle of the receiver field of view radians

6 Off-set angle between the in-water noise source beam radians
and the receiver optical axis

7Rg Transmission of the receiver optical aperture

d Diameter of the receiver optical aperture metres

Bopt Passband of the optical filter microns

(kT) Thermal noise contribution in the amplifier Joules

Fa Excess amplifier noise o- - thermal noise

G Gain of the photo-detector

(rne/hv) Responsivity of the photo-surface amps/Watts

RL Load resistance following the photo-detector Ohms

Id Dark current at the detector cathode amps

F Excess noise in the photo-detector gain

D Depth of the submarine receiver metres

3.2.8 Signal Characteristics

Two parameters from the signal characteristics which enter into the Noise
calculations are:

Symbol Description Unit

tm Time after pulse initiation at which it peaks, for a seconds
t exp - (t/tm) shape.

R Peak value of the received optical signal power. watts
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3.3 NOISE CALCULATION MODULES

This section develops all the equations used in the calculation of the noise contri-
bution to the total noise equivalent optical power.

Sections 3.3.1, 3.3.2, 3.3.3, 3.3.4, 3.3.6, and 3.3.7 consider the path transmission of
the energy.

Sections 3.3.5 and 3.3.8 consider the angular effects and the distribution of the
received radiance.

Section 3.3.9 considers the electrical detection bandwidth in terms of the received
pulse width.

"In each of these sections, after the equations are developed they are evaluated for
typical cases in both tables and figures.

Sections 3.3. 10 and 3.3.14 then derive thL average background optical power for
the five types of background sources, and Section 3.3.15 presents the expre.qsion for the
total noise equiva!ent optical power due to all noise sources.

3.3.1 Clear Atmospheric Transmission

In the absence of any clouds or aerosols, the clear atmospheric transmission is
described by the term 7a. Using the approximate AFCRL model (ref I ), the solar (or lunar)
zenith angle dependence is given by:

I'aexp(bsec ~su) (N-la) [I'x= pbsec (N-lb
ra '=r exp (-b sec Omu) (N-lIb)

for

ra -- solar (or lunar) clear atmospheric transmission

b = effective clear atmosphere optical thickness

Osu = solar zenith angle. While conversely,

Osu is replaced by Omu = lunar zenith angle.

. The typical value of b is determined by i

4ra(€su=0)=0.7=exp(-b)

or

b = 0.357.

Table 1 2 and figure 22 show the values of ra as a function of solar zenith angle.
SThe other two out-of-water sources of background radiation are taken as uniformly

distributed over the hemisphere. Then the effective atmospheric transmissinn is weighted
by the transmission at each zenith angle, or, for the blue-sky and the stellar sources,

21r 1r/2
d f sin dOexp-[bsecO]

7~'a f ~ ff fra =21r ir/2

fc do sin 0 dO
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Table 12. Typical clear atmospheric transmission (b - 0.357).

0u Solar Zenith Angle r•, Clear Atmospheric Transmission

0 0.7
10 0.7
20 0.68

30 0.66

40 0.63
50 0.57

60 0.49

70 0.35
80 0.13

1.0 , ,

0.9

i 0.8z
S0.7 e xp C-b SEC ,~I ;b0.357

0.6

I 0.3

w 0.2
I-

0 6 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 46 57S5 60 86 70 75 80 85

ZENITH ANGLE, 0'.. OR 0mu

Figure 22. Typical clear atmospheric iansmission (b =0.357).
'4

ra E2 (b) for blue sky or stellar background (N-Ic)

with E2 (b) = exponeotial integral (ref 14). For b = 0.357, E2 (0.357) = 0.42.1I
14. Handbook of Mathematical Functions, M Abramowitz and IA Stegun, eds, p 228, NBS Applied

Mathematics Series 35, GPO, November 1970.
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3.3.2 Cloud Energy Transmission

The transmission of sunlight or moonlight by clouds does not have an experimentally
verified expression. Most work in cloud transmission has been a broadband treatment of
transmitted irradiance (watts/m 2), and there have been no experiments which coilected the
total energy emerging from thick or thin clouds.

We propose to adopt a number of different (but consistent) models, depending on
the characteristics of the noise source.

For the sun and moon we shall adopt the same model as for the signal (section
2.3.2), with the exception that both the sunlight and moonlight do spread out with zenith
angle, and thus the extra cosine factor is always present.

Therefore, for the sun,

A(Osu) L 1 .421r opt(1-<cos6>)÷ 1.42s 1 /3(l-<cos0>)(I -o 0 )j + •÷
Ie ptI -<FCos O>)+ W) 1.421 1 1f- <Cos O> ]

exp - [,'3( i - <cos -0>)( I - woO) [ + 1.42os0>

I -exp- [213(1 -<cos0>)(I-o) opt + I - Cos

x cos Osu 1.0 for 7opt>l. (N-2a)

'r' f l-0.085 r Coss 0>) + iii
s opt 110( -<cos>)+ 1.421 1 csu (N-0

for topt < 10.

rcs cos su; for toptr 0 (N-2c)

where

' = cloud energy transmission of direct sunlight,
Topt = optical thickness of the cloud

<cos 0> = mean cosine of the scattering angle,

and Osu = solar zenith angle. A(Os) was given in equation (S-4) of section 2.3.2.

As before,

.opt-Tuc (N-3)

Here,

T - geometrical thickness of the cloud, and

°c " mean extinction coefficient of the cloud.
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For the moon,

IIMU 30t~ -<as> <C.42 dOTs>X~ ~ I f W ropt + 11.421inm 11 I - <0Coso>) + [ ,.42 11 <OCs) 8>

-<cos8>)+ 1.42

I <Cos

for Vopt (N1b)

Also,

= o s mu for ropt 0 O. (N-4c)

-1
Here,

rc'= cloud energy transmission of direct moonlight,

and

-JOm = lunar zenith angle.
S~The typical energy transmission (for <cos B> = 0.83) described by equations (N-2)

i and (N-4) is shown in table 13 and figure 23.

I The zenith angle dependence for both regimes of t opt is shown in table 14 and
figure 24.

Again, there is a discontinuity in the zenith angle dependence at top = 10, which we
shall ignore pending a verified model of cloud energy transmission opt

The other two out-of-water sources of the ambient background are approximated (
as uniform sources distributed across the full hemisphere. Then, an extra factor arises due

to their distribution in angle of incidence upon the cloud. This extra factor is given by

v/2

f f(O) sin 0 d ;

for f(O) = A(O) for thick clouds,
= cos 0 for thin clouds, and

0 = zenith angle of the incident light.
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Table 13. Typical energy transmission for sunlight and moonlight
at zenith (<cos 0> = 0.83, oO = 1.

Topt, Optical Thickness r'c, r' Cloud Energy Transmission

0 1

2 091
4 0.82

6 0.72

8 0.63

10 0.54

20 0.35

30 0.26
40 0.21

50 0.17

60 0.15

70 0.13

80 0.11

90 0.10

100 0.09

1.0 *

0.9

2z 0.7
SCLEAR/THIN CLOUD REGIME

0.6

0.5

w 0.4

0 0.3
0 DIFFUSION REGIME

-J 0.2

0.1

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 so 90 100 110

OPTICAL THICKNESS, 'ýPt

Figure 23. Thick and thin cloud energy transmission versus optical
thickness, for <cos 0> = 0.83. w0 - I.
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Table 14. Zenith angle dependence of sun and moon cloud energy
transmission (normalized to Osu = 0 and 0mu - 0)

MThck Cloud Dependence Thin Cloud Dependence
su' ,Omu Zenith Angle (ropt , 10) (Topt 4 10)

0 1 1
10 0.96 0.97

20 0.90 0.88
30 0.79 0.75

40 0.66 0.59
50 0.50 0.41

60 0.34 0.25

70 0.20 0.12
80 0.08 0.03

85 0.03 0.008

* u 0.8

Z
0

SDIFFUSION REGIME
0.6

c-

0

04-J CLEAR/THIN CLOUD REGIME

*~Nw

0
Z 0.2

0 o 0 20 30 40 50 6o 70 so 90
i ~~SUN/MOON ZENITH ANGLE DEGREES, Obs,, OR u

Figure 24. Thin and thick cloud zenith angle dependence of cloud transmission normalized

to zenith.
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Evaluating this integral we find it equals 0.6695 (expressed 2/3) for thick clouds and
0.5 (expressed 1/2) for thin ones. Therefore, for the blue sky background, the cloud
energy transmission is given by:

4B - frl 1.69 1. 21-cs>)l- )r 3 ropt - <cos O>) + 1.42;i i
1.42 1:i••' fopt + I - <C•os O>

exp - V3(0 - <cos0>)( I - •o - <cos

e -exp- 213(1 -<Cos >)(! - w0 7opt + 1
Io -<Cosa>

I for/.pt 1• 0. (N-Sa)

1 -0.69 1
r•B"-1 l-0.085(opt [0(1-<cos8>)+ 1.4' .

for topt < 10. (N-5b)

STB = 1, for 'opt 0 (N-5c)

The discontinuity at 'opt = 10 is again present, and again neglected until a better
experimental model is derived.

Note equation (N.Sa, b) are independent of solar zenith angle. However, the
strength of the radiance incident from the blue sky does depend on solar zenith angle.

For the moonless night case, the stellar/zodiacal light cloud energy transmission

is given by

'Z 1.69 1. 211 (l-<cosO>)(l -wo0 )
3 - opt(I - <cos>)+ 1.42

t + 1.42op I <Cos 6>

1.4

S1.42

I cxp - 213( 1 - <Cos0>)(I - ) Topt I<Cos >

for t opt > 10, (N-6a)
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I

! 1.69
TCZ =L 1-0.085T0P ,(-b
¢CZ 2op 10( 0 cosO>)÷t 1.42 ;

for ropt < i0, (N-6b)

rZ= 1, for topt 0 (N-6c)

Table 15 and figure 25 show a typical cloud energy transmission as a function of
cloud optical thickness for these uniform sources of ambient background.

Table 15. Typical cloud energy transmission for blue skylight
and stellar/zodiacal light (<cos 0> = 0.83, w = 1). 0!

o Optical Thickness 'rcb, •'z Cloud Energy Transmission

0 1
2 0.46
4 0.41

6 0.36
8 0.32

10 0127 (thin); 0.36 (thick)
20 0.23

30 0.17
40 0.14

50 0.11

60 0.1
70 0.087

80 0.073

90 0,067

100 0.06
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Figure 25. Typical cloud energy transmission for blue skylight and
stellar light (<cos 6> = 0.83, wo = 1).

3.3.3 Cloud to Water Energy Transmission

Because the sun and moon are effectively sources of infinite plane waves, and the
blue sky and stellar background cover the entire hemisphere, there is no "spot" or "beam"
enlargement in propagation from the cloud base to the water surface. Therefore, the
transmission of noise energy from cloud base to the water surface is given by:

(N-7)

for all cloud conditions.

3.3.4 Air-Water Transmission

The energy transmission of the air-water interface is composed of two factors:

raw = Crawl) X(a2 N8

for,

iraw = total energy transmission of air-water interface,

rawl = air-water interface transmission due to index of refraction discontinuity, and

7'aw2 = air-water interface transmission due to foam and streaks on the sea surface.

This section treats r'aw 1. while raw2 is discussed in section 3.3.6. For thin clouds and clear
weather (topt < 10) the solar and lunar energy transmission is again given as a function of
wind speed and solar/lunar zenith angle in table 16 and figure 26.
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Table 16. -rawls/rawlm time averaged downlink air-sea interface transmittance
(for thin clouds, ropt 1 10).

Signal V Wind Speed
Zenith -I -

Ae 0 1.03 2.06 4.12 7.21 10.3 13.4 16.5 19.6 r./sec
inAir 0 2 4 8 14 20 26 32 38 knot

0 0.979 0.977 0.976 0.974 0.970 0.967 0.963 0.960 0.956
5 0.975 0.974 0.972 0.970 0.966 0.963 0.959 0.956 0952

10 0.964 0.962 0.961 0.959 0.955 0.951 0.948 0.944 0.941
15 0.945 0.944 0.943 0.940 0.936 0.933 0.929 0.926 0,922
20 0.920 0.918 0.917 0.914 0.910 0.907 0.903 0.899 0.896
25 0.887 0.885 0.884 0.881 0.877 0.873 0.870 0.866 0.863
30 0.847 0.845 0.844 0.841 0.837 0.833 0.829 0.826 0.822
35 0.800 0.798 0.797 0.794 0.790 0,786 0.782 0.779 0.775
40 0.747 0.745 0.743 0.741 0.736 0.733 0.729 0.725 0.722
45 0.687 0.685 0.684 0,681 0.677 0.673 0.669 0.666 0.663
50 0.620 0.619 0.617 0.615 0.611 0.608 0.605 0.602 0.599
55 0.548 0.546 0.545 0.543 0.540 0.538 0.536 0.534 0.532
60 0.469 0,468 0.468 0.466 0.465 0.464 0.464 0.464 0.463
65 0.385 0.385 0.385 0.386 0.387 0.389 0.391 0.393 0.395
70 0.295 0.298 0.299 0.303 0.310 0.315 0.321 0.325 0.329
75 0.203 0.209 0.214 0.224 0.236 0.247 0.255 0.262 0.268

80 0.113 0.126 0.136 0.153 0.172 0.186 0.197 0.206 0.213
85 0.0361 0.0610 0.0751 0.0969 0.119 0.135 0.148 0.157 0.165
90 0 0.0265 0.0390 0.0594 0.0809 0.0961 0.108 0.177 0.124

0.9 •"

it
0.7 8 - 14 KNOTS

z 0.6 - V - 38 KNOTS

Ma 0.4 "

4C 0.3-••
LU

0.1

0 S 10 Is 20 25 30 36 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85

ZENITH ANGLE, 0Su OR 0..

Figure 26. Air-sea interface transmittance as a function of sun or moon Zenith angle
and surface wind speed, v...
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For diffuse or uniform radiation incident on the sea surface, we use the approxi-

mation in section 2.3.4 (which neglects wave effects) and take r'awI = 0.83.

Vaws- 0.8 3 , Topt > 10; (N-9)

T'awlm =0.83, ropt • 10; (N-10)

and for blue sky,

rawIB=0.83, all values ofT0 pt, (N-1Il)

while for stellar/zodiacal light,

'awlZ =0.83, all values ofrot (N-1 2)

3.3.5 Air-Water Interface Angular Effects

The wave slopes on the sea surface cause an overall increase in the beam divergence
of an incident beam, or equivalently, the apparent angular size of the source as viewed from
an underwater point of view. With regard to the background sources, only the sun and
moon for clear weather conditions (lopt < 10) will be appreciably affected.

"Again, using the Karp model discussed in section 2.3.5,

60 sumu 0,0103 v (Top 10) (N-13a)
aw 'opt

I,-

for

"iAsu = rms induced half-angle spread for the sun, and
aw

A1amwU=u rms induced half-angle spread for the moon.

v = surface wind speed in knots.

For all rop,
AOBZ 0 (N-14)

aw (~4

for

9 aw D = effect on blue sky source, and

A.awZ = effect on stellar/zodiacal source.

Also

m-ua = o, (ropt > 10), (N-13b)

since the light is diffuse after emerging from the thick clouds.
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Table 17 and figure 27 evaluate equation (N-13a) for V in knots (and metres per
second).

Table 17. Rms air-water interfac, induced half-angle effects
(Topt < 10) sun a',. "_ moon.

v, Wind Speed Aeawsu or mu

Knots Metres/Sec Millixadians Degrees

0 0 0 0

2 1.03 14.6 0.84 -
4 2.06 20.7 1.18

8 4.12 29.2 1.67
14 7.21 38.6 2.21 1

20 10.3 46.2 2.65
26 13.4 52.6 3.0

32 16.5 58.4 3.35
38 19.6 63.6 3.64 1i

SURFACE WIND SPEED, metre,/me

S2.06 4.12 6.18 8.2 10.3 12.4 14.5 16.5 18.6.. 70 ... . 4

.g60-
0so 3

cc 40-Uj.a 2 0:-
Z 30- (3

0 W
" 2 0

10 o
crd

>Uj 0 j 
t

u 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38

SURFACE WIND SPEED (knots), V

Figure 27. Rms air.water interface effect as a function of wind speed v.

Since the full angular subtense of the sun (and the moon) is --0.5 degrees, this effect
will substantially increase its apparent size. The relative contribution of AOaw t-, the distri-
bution of noise radiance at the receiver is discussed in section 3.3.8. Except for th: clearest
water it is a small effect, and so the impact of neglecting zenith angle effect: and dissimilar
wave slopes in the downward and crosswind direction may be negligible. We therefore
adopt this model until better information is available.
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3.3.6 Relative Surface Foam Coverage

The energy transmission of the air-water interface is composed of two factors:

"raw = (rawi) X (raw2),

for

'tiw :-total energy transmission of the air-water interface

r'aw- iir-waiter interface transmission due to index of refraction discontinuity;

and,

Taw2 = air-water interface transmission due to foam and streaks on the water surface.

This section treats raw,, while rawl has been treated in section 3.3.4.
The surface foam coverage and its effects are taken to be independent of the noiseSsource and cloud conditions. As discussed in section 2.3.6. for a foam albedo 1,

rTaw2= I-(.2(10-5)) v 33, V 9m/sec , (N-15a)

and
raw2 = I -(1.2 (110- 3. (0.225v -0.99), v > 9 m/sec (N-I 5b)

for

v = surface wind speed in metres/sec.

Equation (N-I 5a, b) is evaluated in table 18 and figure 28 for v in knots (and metres/second).

Although this model neglects zenith angle effects we shall adopt it pending further
experimental work.

Table 18. Air-water energy transmission due to surface foam and streaks
(assuming a foam streak albedo = I).

v, Wind Speed

knots metres/sec "aw2

0 0

2 1.03 1
4 2.06 1

8 4.12 1

14 7,21 0.99

20 10.3 0.96

26 13.4 0.87
32 16.5 0.66

38 19.6 0.25
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v, metru/Oc

2.06 4.12 6.18 8.2 10.3 12.4 14.5 16.5 18.6 3V 1.0

0.7 -

0.6-

Uj 0.z-

X 0.4

9 0.3
ULI

T 0.2-

01 p
0 o
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SURFACE WIND SPEED (knots), v

Figure 28. Foam/streak surface coverage transmission vt ,sus surface wind speed.

3.3.7 Water Energy Traihrmission

The energy transmission of the water is denoted by r' . The angularly localized
noise sources (sun and moon) behave similarly to the signal energy transmission discussed
in section 2.3.7, thus we take:

(kiD1 )
i=l

Srwsu= exp - __(N-_16)Cos O
for _N

Ow =sin- sin suj

and

Di=D;
i=l1

where,

ki = diffuse attenuation coefficient for the i'th water layer,

Di = thickness of the i'th water layer,

D = eceiver depth,

n = sea-water index of refraction,
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Ow = in-water solar zenith angle,

= in-air solar zenith angle;

and,

Lj

(kiD i)

tw u=exp- (N-1 7)
S~COS 0mu

for II
Owu sin-I sin mu

and

Di=D
i=1

Here,Fw

Ou= in-v lunar zenith angle;

= ' ,iar zenith angle.

For the diffuse or uniform, background sources, such as the blue sky and the stars,
we assume there is no zenith angle dependence; and so,

and '7
wz =cXp - (k1D1) i(N19)

i=1

We do .io distinguish here between clear sky, thin cloud, and thick cloud models.

This model is uncertain, in

(I) the values ofki to use,

(2) the values of Di, and

(3) its applicability in very clear water and/or at shallow receiver depths.

It is the best model available now and it will be revised when better information
becomes available.
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3.3.8 Water Distribution of Radiance

There is no experimentally verified expression for the in-water distribution of back-
ground radiance as a function of source character, source zenith angle, water properties
and receiver depth. As discussed in section 2.3.8, we therefore adopt the expression

i sin 0 w 2
( snw )

as an estimate of the angular distribution, with

Ow = in-water angle measured from the axis, or principal ray of the noise source.

Here, •0 is related to the half-power point of the received radiance by the equation,

I -(Cos cos (0 1/) sin 2 (V)+ 2 cos(0%) - 2
13 sin2 00 11- (N-20a)

2 1- cos 0  3 i cos 00 sin2 0 + 2 cos 0-2
3 sin

Equation (N-20a) is evaluated in table 1 9. Values between those shown are obtained by
linear interpolation.

Table 19. Relation of radiance zero point, 00, and
received radiance half-power point, 0,_, for

2I - (sin OW/sin 0o) radiance distribution.

O0½ (degrees) 0½ (degrees)

* 3.8 5
7.6 10

11.4 15
15.2 20
19.0 25
22.7 30
26.5 35

30,2 40
33.9 45
37.5 50

41.1 55
44.6 60
48.1 65

51.6 70

54.9 75

58.2 80
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Again, assuming that the in-air incident beam spread, air-water beam spread, and in-
water scattering induced spread are statistcally independent effects, we adopt the NOSC
(ref 7) model:

.I fw + faw + faJ½iI (N-20b)

for all four out-of-water background sources. For solar and lunar sources,

fw= water contribution

_02. sD .
- . aill opt (N-2 Ia)

and

2= s2 sD all Topt (N-22a)

while, for the distributed background sources of blue sky and stellar/zodiacal light,

I- a sD all ropt. (N-23a)

Here,

0" mean square single scattering angle in water,

Ss = scattering coefficient in water,

D -= receiver depth,

= in-water solar zenith angle, and• O;.

17- •in-water lunar zenith angle.

I, Again, for solar and lunar sources,

2

faw (0.0103 v2") . opt <10 (N-21b),(N-22b)

0 ,0opt > 10 (N-21c), (N-22c)

"V = surface wind speed (knots), as discussed in section 4.3.5 For the distributed
:1 sources,

a aw 0 ,allr6t 9(N-23b)
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Finally, for the sun and moon,

fa ( (s/2 Topt • 0 (N-2 Id)

'-(38`'2 > 10; (N-21e)

and

fa -( 1)2 ' 4op (N-22d)

- (33.80)2 rt 10 (N-22e)

Here,

n = water index of refraction,

Os/2 = half the angular substense of the sun (-(1/4)0), and

am/2 = half the angular substense of the moon ('l/4)o).

These equations have been discussed and derived in section 2.3.8. For the distributed
sources,

fa = (33.8-)2 , all ropt

In general, the receiver will be directly viewing the signal, while the background source
enters at an off-axis angle. Then, the fraction of the noise radiance which enters the receiver
is given by

/ 2(r O o

: f:R d ow in I sine-w42
fo o_

, d2w1sin ( sin o
dO~ ~ fi dos0~

for

ow cos-I lcos Ow cos 6 + sin 0w sin 6 sin 0

where,

OR =half-angle of the receiver field of view,

6 off-set angle between axis of noise source and receiver optical axis.
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This expression will be used further in section 3.2.10 and 3.2. 11.

Equation (N-24a) applies to the background sources in thin cloud conditions. Under
thick cloud conditions, both signal and background will appear to arrive from the zenith,
and so 6 -0 0. For this case,

SI -cos OR 1 cosOR sin2  OR + 2 cosOR - 2
3 sin2 00

f(40 , OR) " 0 2 (N-24b)0 o 0- I Cos 00 sin2 00 + 2 cos 4s0 -2

3 sin 2 
0 2

3.3.9 Detection Bandwidth

The required electrical detection bandwidth to optimally detect the pulses discussed
in section 2.3.9 is not known at present, In lieu of such a result we assume:

1) The receiver has foreknowledge of the expected pulse width, and

2)B= 0B 4 (N-25)(2.45 tin)

for,

B = electrical detection bandwidth,

tm = time at which pulse peak value occurs after pulse start, for a pulse shape

h f(t) = t exfp - (tiurn).
P- For gaussian shaped pulses and the detection filter, equation (N-25) is the nearly

optimum match.* As further work is done in the area of the real pulses to be expected
here, (N-25) may be revised.

* 1 'Equation (N-25) is evaluated in table 20 and figure 29 for the pulse widths and
optical thicknesses developed in section 2.3.9.

*H.P. Westman, Editor, Reference Data for Radio Engineer, Fifth Edition, p. 29-5, (H.W. Sams& Co.,

New York, 1969).
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Table 20. Typical detection bandwidths for pulse width conditions of table 11.

T At I&m B
'rop Geom. Thickness Pulowidth Peak Time Detection BaMdwidth

Optical hckness (km) (J"c) (/Mc) (kHz)

10 0.25 1.15 0.47 348
20 0.5 3.55 1.49 110
30 0.75 7.08 2.89 56.5

SI 40 1.00 11.27 4.6 35.5
50 1.25 16.13 6.58 24.8
60 1.50 21.55 8.8 18.6
70 1.75 27.48 11.22 14.6
80 2.00 33.93 13.85 11,8
90 2.25 40.88 16.69 9.8

100 2.50 48.25 19.7 8.3

1000 I I I 1 '

Z 100'

z
0"* I F

10 1
0 10 20 30 40 50 80 70 80 00 100

OPTICAL THICKNESS,

Figure 29. Detection bandwlth for pulse-widths of table 11.
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3.3.310 Average Background Power Due to Sunlight

The average optical background power in the receiver due to the sun is given by an
equation analogous to that developed in section 2.3.10 for the received optical signal
energy. We therefore take

Psu = (spectral irradiance above the atmosphere due to sun),

X (clear atmospheric transmission) X (cloud transmission)

X (cloud to water transmission)

t X (air-water interface transmission) X (water transmission)

X (receiver optics transmission)

X (fraction of incident radiance within receiver field-of-view)

X (area of the receiver). (N-26)

We also take

sx =exo-atmospheric spectral solar irradiance,

Bopt -spectral bandwidth of receiver,

,R = receiver optics transmission,

d = diameter of receiver aperture,
('rd2/4) = area of receiver, (N-27)

clear atmosphere energy transmission as discussed in section 2.3. 1,

rc cloud energy transmission as discussed in section 2.3.2,

Tcw = cloud to water energy transmission as discussed in section 2.3.3,

raw = air-water interface energy transmission as discussed in sections 2.3.4
and 2.3.6,

Tw = water energy transmission as discussed in section 2.3.7, and

I(Ow) = water radiance distribution, as discussed in section 2.3.8.

Therefore, the received optical power is given by

Psu - HsX Bopt (7rd 2/4) -IR) ra 7c rcw raw 7w f( 0o, OR) (N-28)

The fraction of the incident radiance within the receiver field-of-view is given by (for perfect
alignment between beam axis and receiver axis):

f f R (¢w) d n

02) 0R1< 45o (N-29)
f(3r 0
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for

OR = half-angle of the receiver field-of-view I
0_O = off-axis angle at which incoming radiance equals zero.

Using the model adpted in section 2.3.8,

l-cs0:-(0o)-2 120R sin 0-(02-2) co0sR 2
'OR, Ow) -(N-30)

at Cos su - (0o)-2 120s sin 3.3. (02 W 2) cos 0o -tul l

,: ~for OR<~o ,

and

ffR, ,o)= fore0R >Oo (N-31I

3.3.11 Average Background Power Due to Moonlight

The average optical background power in the receiver due to the moon is completely
analogous to that for the sun discussed in section 3.3. 10. We therefore take

Pmu = (spectral lunar irradiance outside the atmosphere)

X (area of the receiver)
X (clear atmospheric transmission) X (water transmission)
X (cloud to water transmission)

X (air-water interface transmission) X (water transmission)
X (receiver optics transmission)
X (fraction of incident radiance within receiver field-of-view). (N-32)

We take

Hmu, exo-atmospheric lunar irradiance,

Bopt spectral bandwidth of receiver, I"

•'R =receiver optics transmission,

d diameter of receiver aperture,
r -clear atmosphere energy transmission as discussed in section 2.3. 1,

Tc -- cloud to energy transmission as discussed in section 2.3.2,

rcw = cloud to water energy transmission as discussed in section 2.3.3,

raw = air-water interface energy transmission as discussed in sections 2.3.4
and 2.3.6,

w water energy transmission as discussed in section 2.3.7, and

(,w) water radiance distribution as discussed in section 2.3.8.
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Therefore, the received optical energy is given by

I2
Pmu =Hmux Bopt r a T c rcw Taw rw f(4o, OR), (N-33)

with
i vd2

wd2  (N-34)
, • 4

being the area of the detector:

2i oR

f21 f l(ow) d 20 o -35
2f() ' OR o (N35)

fo fo l( 0W~ d

Here,

OR = half-angle of the receiver field-of-view,

0o = off-axis angle at which incoming radiance equals zero.

Using the model adopted in section 2.3.8,

I - cos 0 OR - (o) 2 120Rsin0R-(OR-2)CosRR-2)
S= f(Ow' 0R) - 2  2 -22C-,os o- (0o) 20 2 sin0o- (0 - 2) coso- -"

for aR<o

and -3

f(Oo,8OR=l forOR>O° (N-37)

3.3.12 Average Background Power Due to Blue Skylight

The average optical background power in the receiver due to the blue skylight is
partially analogous to that for the sun and moon discussed in sections 3.3. 10 and 3.3.1 I.
We therefore take, for the average optical background power due to blue skylight:

PBS = (spectral radiance at receiver aperture due to the blue sky)

X (ieceiver optics transmis•ion) X (receiver area)

X (receiver optical filter bandpass) X (receiver solid angle)

X (fraction of incident radiance within the receiver field of view). (N-38)
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We also take

I3R receiver optics transmission,

d = receiver aperture diameter,

wd2

rd- = area of receiver aperture,

SBopt = receiver optical filter bandpass,

OR = half-angle of the receiver field-of-view,

27r( I - cos 0 R) = receiver field-of-view solid angle,

LBS spectral radiance at receiver aperture due to the blue skylight,

:( 0R• 6) = fraction of incident radiance within receiver field of view, and

PBS LBS R I'2)) Bop t 2r(l - cos OR) r(O aR' 0). (N-39)

Because the blue skylight is a cw source, we use the energy transmission formalism

to develop the expression:

LBS = (clear sky exo-atmospheric effective radiance)

X (clear atmospheric transmission) X (cloud energy transmission)
X (cloud to water energy transmission)
X (air-water interface energy transmission) X (water energy transmission);

(N-40)
and we use

A LB = clear sky exo-atmospheric effective radiance,
- iC = clear atmospheric transmission as discussed in section 3.3.1,arB cloud energy transmission as discussed in section 3.3.2,

'C'w = cloud to water energy transmission as discussed in section 3.3.3,

'awB = air-water energy transmission as discussed in sections 3.3.4 and 3.3.6, and

trwB = water energy transmission as discussed in section 3.3.7.

Gathering the expressions, we find

LBS LB ra rcb Tcw rawB TwB (N-41)
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f Again, the fraction of blue-sky radiance within the receiver field of view is given by

f21r OR 1dO dolb sin 0* 1- / sin o

f0 - (N-42)

R, €0' 21r 
/sin 2

4. dO~~ f dwol~ l

for

Cos-I snos~w CosSBR + sinow sin 6 BRsin0] (N-43)

and

6 = off-zenith pointing angle of the receiver axis,

while

00 = off-zenith angle at which the blue sky rdiance goes to zero.

These expressions will be used in the development of the noise equivalent optical
power expression in section 3.3.15.

3.3.13 Average Background Power Due to Stellar/Zodiacal Light

The average optical background power in the receiver due to the nighttime distri-
buted sources of stellar or zodiacal light follows the patterns established in the previous
three sections. We take, for the average optical background power due to these sources:

PZ = (spectral radiance at receiver aperture due to the stellar/zodiacal light)

x (receiver optics transmission) X (receiver area)

X (receiver optical filter bandpass) X (receiver sold angle)

>X (fraction of incident radiance within the receiver field-of-view). (N-44)

We again take

'YR = receiver optics transmission,

d = receiver aperture diameter,
ird2

-= area of receiver aperture,4

Bopt = receiver optical filter bandpass,

SOR = half-angle of the receiver field-of-view,

27r(l - cos OR) = receiver field-of-view solid angle,

LZS = spectral radiance at receiver aperture due to the steller/zodiacal
light,
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(o, OR, 6) - fraction of incident radiance within the receiver field-of-view, and

00 = off-axis angle at which the received radiance goes to zero, as
di.cussed in section 3.3.8.

r Then,

PZ LZS( ( lird2\\ (i) cs 6 '6 (N-45)

Because this background source is cw, we use the energy transmission formalism to

develop the expression:

LZS = (stellar/zodiacal light clear sky effective exo-atmospheric radiance)

X (clear atmospheric transmisoi:n) X (cloud energy transmission)

X (cloud to water energy transmission)

X (air-water interface energy transmission)

Xu (water energy transmission). (N-46)

We also use,

LZ = stellar/zodiacal light clear sky effective exo-atmospheric radiance,

r;a = clear atmospheric transmission as discussed in section 3.3. ,1

rcz = cloud energy transmission as discussed in section 3.3.2,

rcw = cloud to water energy transmission as discussed in section 3.3.3,

$Tawz = air-water interface energy transmission as discussed in sections 3.3.4

and 3.3.6, and

water energy transmission as discussed in setion 3.3.7.

Gathering the expressions we find:

LZS LZ (N-47)
Lz L Ta "cz cw Tawz 7wz

Again, the fraction of stellar/zodiacal radiance within the receiver field-of-view is
given by

21r f0 0 [ (i•W•2

20 dow sin Ow (Li'w)

for~ ~ _______ \sin'0/]

"AOR, Oo," s6) , 0~ 0_- + '- lo N.-48)
21 00 (s w

for

ow' cos- I Wcos Owcos8 + sin OwV+sin 6 sin 0
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[F4
and

6 - Off-zenith pointing angle of the receiver axis.

These expressions will be used in the development of the noise equivalent optical

power expression in section 3.3.15.

3.3.14 Average Background Power Due to Bioluminescence

The final source of optical background power is the local bioluminescent sources
which are stimulated to emit by the submarine motion, or other disturbances in the water.
This is modeled in a slightly different way than the previous four sources, and cloud and
water properties have only an indirect effect on this source strength. We therefore write
for the average background power due to bioluminescence,

PBL " (spectral irradiance at receiver aperture due to bioluminescence)

X (receiver optics transmission) X (receiver area)

X (receiver optical filter bandpass); (N-50)

and we set

LBL = spectral irradiance at receiver aperture due to bioluminescence,

If R = receiver optics transmission,

d = diameter of receiver aperture.

ird 2
Ir = are", of receiver aperture, and

Bopt optical filter bandpass.

Therefore,

PBL=LBL (R Qt...)e 02 B optN-5 I)

3.3.15 Noise Equivalent Optical Power Dependence on Noise Sources

In general, a direct detection optical communication system has four independent
noise contributions which include thermal (or amplifier) noise, dark current detector noise,
signal shot noise, and background shot noise. These are noise sources insofar as they gener-
ate fluctuations in the electrical current present in the detection system. It is conventional
to write the "noise" as the I-a point of the fluctuating electrical current, assuming the
noise s )urces add independently and are steady in character.

Because we have derived a signal level in terms of the instantaneous received optical
power, it is appropriate to describe the noise components in terms of a noise equivalent
(optical) power, as derived from the post-detection electrical power.

Ultimately, we wrile, for a photomultiplier tube type of detector.

NFPtot = NEPt2 + NEPdc + NEPs + NEPN 1 (N-52)
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for,

NEPtot = total noise equivalent (optical) power due to all sources,

NEPth = noise equivalent optical power due to thermal or amplifier noise, 1

NEPdc noise equivalent optical power due to photo-detector dark current,

NEPSS = noise equivuient optical power due to shot-noise generated by the signal, and

NEPB = noise ,:quivalent optical power due to shot-noise generated by the
background.

Then,

NEPTH 2 (N-53)

(kT) thermal noise energy (Boltzrrian's constant) X (absolute temperature),

B electrical detection bandwidth as discussed in section 3.3.9,

G detection gain,

77 photo surface quantum efficiency.
Ce charge on the electron,

hV energy per signal photon, J
i7e/hv = photo-surface responsivity,

RL = load resistance, and

Fa = amplifier noise figure.

For the dark current contribution,

2eB FG 2 !dRL 1 2eBF PR R '/I _ _[ _ _NEL= d = BF (N-54)

NEP 1 c - G2 (tie/hv) 2 RL J(7eihv2  J

for,

F = excess noise in the detector gain

and

Id = dark current at the photo-cathode.
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For the signal shot noise contribution,

IA
NEP ~~2 e BF (ni/hv) G PR RL (N55

NEs 5  G24i~eh)2R J = e/hv.)(-S)
G RL

A
for PR = peak received optical signal power at the photo surface, as discussed in
section 2.3.10.

Finally, the cw background contributes

[2 e B F G 2 (ie/hv) RL Ph [ 2 e B F ; P1B
NEP= i (N-56)

G2 ie R (re/hv) (N-56-

for

"" • PB Psu ÷ mu * PBS + PZ+PBL (N57)

where (see fig. 20, page 47/48)

P =average background pow due to sunlight as discussed in section 3.3. 10, (N-2 7);

Pmu = average background power (We to moonlight as discussed in section 3.3.11, (N-33);

PBS = average background power due to blue skylight as discussed in section 3.3. 12, (N-39);

PZ = average background power due to stellar/zodiacal light as discussed in
section 3.3.13, (N-45);

and
PBL = average background power due to bioluminescence as discus-ed in

section 3.3.14, (N-5 I).

Two comments arc in order at this point.

I If the signal shot noise dominates the noise components, the formulation should
be re-examined to insure that enough photo-electrons are being generated to make
it applicable.

2. Not all the average background contributors will be present at any one time,
which will be accounted for in the time-of-day modeling of the respective
spectral radiances.
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GLOSSARY

This glossary defines all the English and Greek symbols used in the Naval blue-green
downlink model. The English symbols are listed alphabetically, followed by the '3reek
symbols.

ENGLISH SYMBOLS

A AE = Energy to instantaneous power normalization parameter

B b = Effective clear atmosphere optical thickness

B = Electrical detection bandwidth

Bopt Receiver optical filter bandpass

C Cf = Fraction of sea-surface covered by foam and streaks

c = Speed of light

D D = Receiver depth

Di Thickness of i'th water layer

d = Diameter of receiver aperture

E ER Total received energy per pulse

exp Exponential

Ep Transmitted energy per pulse

e = Charge on the electron
E2 = Exponential integral

F fw Water contribution to received beam hal'-angle

.fIw Air-water interface contribution to received beam half-angle

f= Atmospheric contribution to received beam radiance
aI

fwi= Contribution of i'th water layer to received beam half angle

f(t) = Received pulse shape

r(O0, OR) = Fraction of incident radiance within receiver field of view

r(o, OR' 6su) = Fraction of incident radiance within receiver field of view

F Excess noise in detector gain

Ampifa nplifier noise figure

G G = Detection gain

H H = Distance from cloud base to water surface

hP = lnergy per signal photon
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1(,w)= Water radiance distribution

Id = Dark current at the photo-cathode

IJ j = Number of water layers present from surface to submarine receiver

K k = Diffuse attenuation coefficient of the water

ki Diffuse attenuation coefficient of i'th water layer

(kt) Thermal noise energy = (Boltzmann's constant) X (absolute temperature)

L LSU = Spectral radiance at receiver aperture due to the sun

Ls = Exo-atmospheric effective solar radiance

LMU -- Spectral radiance at receiver aperture due to the moon

Lm -- Exo-atmospheric effective lunar radiance

LBS Spectral radiance at receiver aperture due to blue skylight

LB Clear sky exo-atmospheric effective radiance due to blue skylight

LZS - Spectral radiance at receiver aperture due to stellar and zodiacal light

LZ - Clear sky exo-atmospheric effective radiance due to stellar and zodiacal light

LDL = Spectral irradiance at receiver aperture due to bioluminescence

N n = Water index of refraction

NEP tot = Total noise equivalent optical power due to all sources

NEPTH Noise equivalent optical noer due to thermal or amplifier noise

NEPDC Noise equivalent optical power due to photo-detector dark current

NEPss Noise equivalent optical power due to shot-noise generated by the signal

NEPB = Noise equivalent optical power due to shot-noise generated by the background

P PR(t) = Instantaneous received signal power

Psu = Average optical power at receiver due to the sun

Pmu = Average optical power at receiver due to the moon

PBS Average optical power at receiver due to the blue sky

PZ= Average optical power at receiver due to stellar and zodiacal light

PBL = Average optical power at receiver due to bioluminescence

kR Peak received signal power

Q q Parameter describing ability of satellite transmitter to correct for zenith angle
spot spreading. 0 < q < I
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R R Range from satellite to submarine

RL = Load resistance

S s Water scattering coefficient

si Scattering coefficient of i'th water layer

T T = Geometrical thickness of the cloud

t Time

tm = Time after pulse start at which peak value occurs

Atw Pulse width due to water portion of the path

X Atcw= Pulse width due to cloud to water portion of the path

Atc = Pulse width due to cloud portion of the path

U

V v = Surface wind speed

W

X
L'V

Y

z

GREEK SYMBOLS

The Greek symbols are listed in order according to the Greek alphabet: a, 0,Y, 5,
,.e, 77 6 r L, ,K, X, I, v,t,o,i, p,a, r,v, 4. X, Vi, Lo.

"IT = Transmitter optics transmission

"I'R = Receiver optics transmission

6 6 Off-set angle between receiver optical axis and axis of the incoming light
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0 = Cloud particle mean scattering angle

<cos O> = Mean cosine of the in-cloud scattering angle

0 T = Full angle exp (-2) transmitter beamwidth

AOAW = Rms half-angle additional signal beam divergence due to wave action

02i = Mean square single scattering angle in water

0 = Mean square single scattering angle in water for the j'th water layer

OR = Half angle of the receiver field of view

AOAw= Rms half-angle air-water interface induced spread for the sunlight
AMUAw Rms half-angle air-water interface induced spread for the moonlight

S/L Half the angle subtended by the sunW

0 M/L - Half the angle subtended by the moon

AO BA = Rms half-angle air-water interface induced spread for the blue sky light

ABZ
AoZW Rms half-angle air-water interface induced spread for the stellar/zodiacal light

V

0

p

a ac= Mean extinction coefficient of the cloud

7 7a= Signal clear atmospheric energy transmission

7c Signal cloud energy transmission

'opt = Optical thickness of the cloud

Trcw = Signal cloud to water energy transmission

raw Signal total energy transmission of air-water interface
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raw I = Signal air-water interface energy transmission due to the index of refraction
discontinuity

Taw2 = Signal air-water interface energy transmission due to foam and streaks on
the sea surface

= Signal water energy transmission

ra Background clear atmospheric energy transmission

rcb= Cloud energy transmission of the blue skylight

rcs Cloud energy transmission of direct sunlight

Tcm Cloud energy transmission of the direct moonlight

=cz Cloud energy transmission of the stellar and zodiacal light

rcw= Background cloud to water energy transmission

Taw = Total background energy transmission of the air-water interface

raw 1 = Background air-water interface transmission due to index of refraction
discontinuity

Taw2= Background air-water interface transmission due to foam and streaks on
the sea surface

T awis = Solar air-water interface transmission due to index of refraction discontinuity

Tawim Lunar air-water interface transmission due to index of refraction discontinuity

Tawib = Blue-skylight air-water interface transmission due to index of refraction
discontinuity

Tawiz =Stellar and zodiacal light air-water interface transmission due to index of
refraction discontinuity

rwsu Solar water energy transmission

TwmLI Lunar water energy transmission

T-wb = Blue sky water energy transmission

V wz = Stellar and zodiacal light water energy transmission
= Signal in-air zenith angle

w 0 = Signal in-water zenith angle

O0 =Off-axis angle at which in-water radiance goes to zero

0/2 =Half-power angle of the received signal beam radiance

0 su= Solar in-air zenith angle

Omu Lunar in-air zenith angle

N0½ = Half-power angle of the background radiance
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